The Superpowers and the Middle East
and of which the crisis situation created by the unexpected withdrawal
of UNEF is the latest expression"*. The Secretary-General's report to the
Security Council of 19 May 1967 (S/7896) described the various ele-
ments of the increasingly dangerous situation in the Near East prior
lo the decision of the Government of the United Arab Republic to
terminate its consent for the presence of UNEF on its territory.
33. The United Nations Emergency Force served for more than
tee years as a highly valuable instrument in helping to maintain quiet
along the line between Israel and the United Arab Republic. Its with-
drawal revealed in all its depth and danger the undiniinishing conflict
between Israel and her Arab neighbours. The withdrawal also made
immediately acute the problem of access for Israel to the Gulf of
Aqaba through the Strait of Tiran—a problem which had been dor-
mant for over ten years only because of the presence of UNEF. But
the presence of UNEF did not touch the basic problem of the Arab-
Israel conflict—it merely isolated, immobilized and covered up certain
aspects of that conflict. At any time in the last ten years either of the
parties could have reactivated the conflict and if they had been deter-
mined to do so UNEFs effectiveness would automatically have dis-
appeared. When, in the context of the whole relationship of Israel
with her Arab neighbours, the direct confrontation between Israel and
the United Arab Republic was revived after a decade by the decision
of the United Arab Republic to move its forces up to the line, UNEF
at once lost all usefulness. In fact, its effectiveness as a buffer and as
a presence had already vanished, as can be seen from the chronology
given above,, even before the request for its withdrawal had been
received by the Secretary-General from the Government of the United
Arab Republic. In recognizing the extreme seriousness of the situation
thus created, its true cause, the continuing Arab-Israeli conflict, must
also be recognized. It is entirety unrealistic to maintain that that the con-
flict could have been solved, or its consequences prevented, if a greater
effort had teen made to maintain UNEPs presence in the area against
the will of the Government of the United Arab Republic.
THE DECISION ON UNEFS WITHDRAWAL
34. The decision to withdraw UNEF has frequently been charac-
terized in various quarters as "hasty", "precipitous", and the like, even,
Indeed to the extent of suggesting that it took President Nasser by
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